Help associates handle high customer volumes efficiently and consistently

**Line Busting**
Skip the checkout line and avoid the slow process of ringing up items while the customer waits with easy mobile checkout from anywhere in the store.

**Multi-basket**
Make the most of peak time by letting associates manage multiple active carts simultaneously and check each customer out at their own convenience.

**Intuitive UI**
Get new associates up-to-speed almost instantly with an intuitive user interface that automates basic tasks and offers prompts to help provide a consistent customer experience.

**Eliminate the checkout line with mobile point of sale**
Omnichannel shopping shouldn’t be tied to a fixed till. Tulip’s mPOS lets associates access ecommerce inventory and transact from anywhere in the store.

**Trusted by the best**

JIMMY CHOO  
COACH  
Mulberry  
TIFFANY & CO.  
BOGGI MILANO
Maximize store conversions with tools built to drive omnichannel sales

Omnichannel checkout
Give associates one-touch access to inventory at other locations and online and enable them to checkout the customer’s full order in a single transaction, even if it’s a mixed basket.

Pricing and promotion engine
Price and promote products based on driving sales, not system limitations with support for complex discounts and pricing schemes like bundle pricing and location variations.

Offline mode
Every minute of downtime means fewer sales, so it’s important that your mPOS is running even when your network isn’t. Offline mode lets store associates take sales, access the catalog, and operate business as usual without worrying about data loss or manual reconciliation to get back online.

Visit tulip.com to learn more.

* Results experienced by one retailer using Tulip technology.